
SOLENNE

Stag antler chandeliers, pheasant feather lampshades and
curtains combining wool and tartan are all found here and
there, like jewels plucked from the surrounding Pinatelle forest. 

Leathers and cowhides add an extra touch of soul and
comfort to this former Templar farmhouse built in the XIth.
century by monks who, on their way to Santiago de
Compostela, also created the Fons Nostre peat bog, the Lac du
Pêcher. Initially, it was a place to stock up on fish on this
secondary route of the Via Arverna.

A PRESTIGIOUS LODGEA PRESTIGIOUS LODGE
  IN CANTAL, AUVERGNEIN CANTAL, AUVERGNE

Discover a haven of serenity and delights, the only one of its kind in
France, in the heart of the Pinatelle forest, opposite Lac du Pêcher, a
symbol of the wild beauty of this volcanic region. 

A prestigious lodge that, at an altitude of 1,150 m, is in tune with the
seasons, to share a holiday immersed in the elements. 
In the north of the Terres d'Aubrac, between the Cantal
mountains and the Cézallier plateau in Auvergne, the ecolodge, its
gourmet & vitality restaurant and its boreal Spa are at the heart of
raw nature. 

It's a world of its own, where the luxury of great outdoors comes
first, and where the idea of merging with Nature is the key to
understanding and respecting it. 

The luxury of Nature exhuberance

The Safari. touch

A safari flavour blows through this authentic lodge, set against a
backdrop of nature on the big screen. Here you'll find refined rooms
and Suites that give pride of place to soul and silence, combining
comfort with a bohemian spirit.

Deliberately telephone-and television-free, they focus on nature's
songs, the sound of frogs, the bellowing of the stag... for stays of
charm and tenderness as well as memories to be made in a magical
environment. 

Beyond the alpaca plaids, the Pierre Frey curtains, the lava stone or
fossilised wood basins... the Eco Chic lodge atmosphere, the real
luxury is the sacred Nature that surrounds you.

WWW.ECOLODGE-FRANCE.COM

http://www.ecolodge-france.com/


An inspiring lodge
You dream of unknown lands, cherish the prospect of a time out of time, of enchanted moments far from the noise of the world. 
You cherish the Elements and are enthusiastic about the very idea of watching the Moon set or the Sun rise or to explore the sky with
the fresh eyes of a child filled with wonder. A starry sky where you can even reconnect with the Milky Way.   

Laurence & Daniel, two lovers of freedom, wide-open spaces and wild nature, were won over by this land so that together they could
create moments of the Absolute, at the heart of shared values. An intimate connection with a wonderful, living natural environment, a
patchwork of pine forests, beech woods, misty peat bogs, waterfalls and lakes. 

Halfway between a luxury hotel and a guest house, the place is an invitation to dream and meditate. It's a world apart, inspired by
Nature, inspiring by nature, an oasis that invites us to rediscover our own nature in all 4 seasons, with the prospect of a re-
enchanted everyday life. 

so inspiring...  
that it has been the subject of a number of fashion shoots over the years... and that it has inspired 
a noble house... https://www.hermes.com/fr/fr/content/322433-defile-femme-printemps-ete-2024/ 
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